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Linnaeus' and Magnolia's 250m Formal Anniversary
Nisse vsn Nanna
I have no idea what Americans do on the first of May but in Europe it's Labour
Day, on which day we, strangely enough, do not work. This year it is also the day
that we celebrate the a5o anniversary of Linnaeus' Species Plantarum and at first
sight these two events don't have anything in common. That is, until you begin
to realise what tremendous labour it must have been for Linnaeus to compile
those two volumes: the preparation of the definite version of the manuscript
alone took him over a year and that was after he finished assembling his notes
and having written a first draft. It is well documented that Linnaeus was literally
exhausted when he finally bmught the manuscript to the printer. In this light, it
was not at all a bad idea to call this date Labour Day.
This first edition of Species Plantaruvt has later become the starting point for botanical nomenclature. For us, it is of interest because Linnaeus included accounts
on Liriodevdrov, Magnolia, and Michelia in the Species and anyone who's interested
in the history of the naming of our favourite plants sooner or later will want to
consult this work. This artide is on the origin of the Species Plan tarum and on the
sources Linnaeus used for the names of Magnoliaceae avant ia lettre.

Early history of the Species Plsntsrnm
The preparation of the Species had begun as early as 1732 when Carl Linnaeus
(iyo7-i778) was identifying plant specimens he had collected in Lapland and felt
the need for a comprehensive work. Fmm his own correspondence it appears
there must have been a draft of parts of such a work in 1733, but soon after he
was taken up with other pursuits. For one thing, to be admitted as a lecturer in
Botany but also to convince his fianc6e's father of his qualities, he had to get a
doctor's degree which was impossible to get in Sweden at that time. So, he went
to Holland in 1735 to get a doctor's degree quickly and cheaply in Harderwijk.
At that time Holland was more renowned for its high quality printing than for
its cheap diplomas and Linnaeus brought with him a number of manuscripts
that he wanted to have printed. When he went to Leyden and met Gronovius
()ohan Frederik; t686-t76a), the latter was immediately impressed by the quality
of these works, especially the Systems Naturae. He and his friend, Lawson, urged
Linnaeus to publish it at once and had it printed at their own expense. Linnaeus'
star thereupon soon started to rise in the international scientific community. In
September 1735, the wealthy Dutch East India Company director George Clifford
(i685-i75o) appointed him physician and curator of his garden, which assured
him of financial stability during his stay. He moved to the estate of Hartekamp,
where, at Clifford's mansion, he found plant specimens arriving both from
the Orient and from the New World for Clifford's garden and herbarium, and,
whars more, a library of botanical books that was near incredible for those days.
Clifford also enabled Linnaeus to visit England, where he met several lead-
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ing natura lists and stayed with the famous botanist Dillenius (I 684-I y4y) for a
month.

Llnnaeus' sexual system of classification
While Linnaeus stayed at Hartekamp, he finished a number of manuscripts and
had them printed. Among those was the first edition of his Genem P(mr tn rum
(iy5y). In this work he elaborated for the first time all genera recognized by him,
arranged according to his sexual system, which had been newly introduced in
the first edition of Systems Naturae (iy55). For a better understanding, one should
know that Linnaeus based his classification upon the sexual parts of the plants,
the stamens and pistils, male (andria) and female (gynia) as he called them, the
number and arrangement of stamens determining the primary level (C(rtssis),
the number of pistils the secondary level (Ordai. This system of classification is
highly artificial, of which Linnaeus was very well aware. It was, however, the
first ever classification in which all known species could be fitted and it could be
used as a key, too. Linnaeus himself saw his classification as a provisional one,
simple and practical, but to be abandoned as soon as a more natural comprehensive one was found. It was used until about i85o. By that time it had gradually
become replaced by a system based on A. L. de Jussieu's Genera P(nutaruin (iy89).

Linnaeus also elaborated the characters of the genus Msgiiolia in the Generm No
one who has ever counted stamens and pistils in Magnolia will be surprised that
this genus was placed in Polyandria Polygvnia (numerous stamens and numerous pistils, numerous being more than zo).

Cliffor's

library

Linnaeus' main task while in Clifford's service was the preparation of the Her(us
Cfiffortisiuis, a catalogue of the plants in Clifford's herbarium and vast garden.
This book is to be considered a precursor for his Species P(an(arum. In it, an account (comprising iy pages plus a one-page index) of the 295 books in Clifford's
botanical library is given, systematically arranged, of course; after all it was Linnaeus who wrote it. Many of the works he later often referred to, he got to see for
the first time in Clifford's library. Though he stayed at Hartekamp for only two
years, this period had a major influence on his later work, including the accounts
on Msgnofia and Michelin in the Species Plrmtarmm

Completion of the Species Plantarurn
In ry58 Linnaeus returned to Sweden, where he was soon married and appointed
professor at Uppsala. It was not until iy46 that he took up work on the Species
P(mitnrnm again, but, as he had other duties, the work didn't proceed very prosperously. By the end of I y48 he had reached the Tetradynamia (that is, he was far
past half way) but then had to put the work aside because of illness (gout). It was
in June iySI, the month Kalm returned from North America bringing numerous
exciting specimens with him, that Linnaeus made a new start. He decided that
he would take up only synonyms and citations of major importance and used the
abandoned draft of ry46-Iy48 as the basis for the work, referring often to his Her(us C(iffortiauus for additional synonymy. By the beginning of June iy5z Linnaeus
finally reported that the work was done, but then Osbeck returned from China
with new material and he once more revised the entire work to include Osbeck's
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plants. By July ryyz the
two volumes were eventually delivered to the
printer in Stockholm.
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We clearly recognize Magnolia virginiana in this plate (t.39)
of Mark Catesby. it was published with the name Magnolia
lauri folio subtus albicante in 1730, at least 23 years before
Linnaeus placed this species in the genus Magnolia.

What made the Species
Plantarum a real landmark was not the number
of taxa described in it,
although one significant
feahue was of course that
the work was comprehensive in the sense that
all plants known by then
were induded. The single
most important advantage however, was the
method Linnaeus used
to refer to the species.
Until then it had been
common practice to use a
Latin descripttve sentence
(phrase-name) to indicate
a spades. These sentences
were often as long as
ten words and thus time
and space consuming (in
Catesby's Natural History
of Carolina for example we
find Arbor Tulipifrra Vi rginiana tripartito aceris folio,
media lacinia vrlul abscissa

for the Tuliptree). Moreover, these names had to
be changed when new
species were discovered
not
to
suffice
anymore. In Linnaeus'
characters
tumed
out
and the old diagnostic
new system of reference, every species was indicated by only two words a
binomial
the first word representing the genus to which a species was assigned,
the second word (the epithet) representing the species within that genus. What' s
most important is that the name was disconnected from the characters of the species and could thus act as a point of reference because it was essentially constant.
These short names Linnaeus called them nomina trivialia [trivial namesL to set
were an immediate hit. It has been
them apart from the "real" phrase-names
helpful, to some extent, that many of Linnaeus' works had been published in
Holland, the quality of its printing ensuring them of a wide circulation, so he
'
had already gained some reputation before the Species was issued. Linnaeus'
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new system of naming
was soon followed by
other authors and within
ten years became the de
facto standard; within
another fifteen years it had
completely superseded the
earlier names. It was not
until r867, however, when
Alphonse de Candolle
formulated his Lois de ta
nomenclature

botanique

[laws of botanical nomenclature], that Linnaeus'
works were proposed as
the starting point of modem nomenclature. Finally,
the Intemahonal Botanical Congress of Vienna
(Wien) in r9o5 accepted
the Species Plantarum of
1753 as the one work to act
as such.
The Species Ptantarum serving as the starting point
of botanical nomendature
doesn't mean that all the
information in it was
new (it's not the starting
point of botany). The two
ln this plate (t. 15), published in 1747, Mark Catesby painted
volumes comprised a
a
magnolia, based upon a specimen of Magnolia acuminata
total number of over 5900
without
a flower, sent to him by John Clayton. Catesby
species. Certainly quite a
probably based the white flower upon a description that
number of these were first
Clayton added to the specimen.
described by Linnaeus
as he had his students
travel all over the world
to gather new species for him (as mentioned before, the printing was delayed
by some months because Linnaeus incorporated new species brought to him by
Osbeck on return from his voyage to China). The vast majority of the species
however had been published in earlier botanical works by other authors, but not
as binomials. As we will see next, this was also the case for Magnolia, Liriodendron, and Mictretia.

The first Magnolia
Many plants that we call Magnolia now had been described early in history by
the Chinese (rr'" century), Aztec, and Spanish (r6 century), who referred to
them by their local names. A very good account on early references is given by
Treseder on pages 9-sr of his Magnolias (t978). The first plant to receive the name
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Laatus tuliplfenh baccfs c'alycnlatis. Ljs. kijf. !6(ra,
virid!bus. efses.
p, Magnolia foliis ovato-oblong!s fubms
Magnolia attigima Bore in&curl can'dido. Oercrk»sr.
s, p, 6r. r, 6!.gbrer. pi8,

Magnolia ampliffrmo folio, fru8u cnruleo, Plass, gce.

ofbr gore ma!limo albo fintido, foliis decidtds amp n, Bonrm ad rsmulorum feriem fpbnrfcc cfngcatibus, fru8u majorL Crew, wirg.
Magnolia foliis ovato-obfongfs fubtus Br{fels. efaas.
Labrm telipiEem, folgs fubtus es cinereo aur at&ante(I
purputsfccntibus.
R»j. brjk. r &.
p. Magnolia atnplifgrno gore albo, frudbr cocdnao. Ce

6!.

I,.

It

¹eb, cen. a. p. &o. r. go.
E. Magnolia Bore albo, folio majors acumnbto baud albfcante. C»scab. r»r, s. p. sf. r, sf, Crew. eirg. 6r.
Hah?res is Vlf&brie, Carolina. b
pirsaa ken n. Q. 3'. g, E. jfsr drjiisafb», dc¹raeiscss
«gepr» is feje sawer»lel? kersrs
'If. Per»lie rribwr dcrseriwiberr rcjfest'r.
s. Fdiie eearir ac»sais»rir.
jg. Pere sea»i«e tw' baegi ere is faarcfve
s4ns fefi erase krsgiesefe IB' Peliii
ebssr gri fair.

'
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MICHELIh. Pf.
Chnnpacaus.
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Rbccd. Seel.

Irrdfa.

b

r44.

l. g. gtdh r9. Refq kijb. r64t.

these two pages are illustrated the lower two thirds of page 535 and the
upper two thirds of page 536 of the Species Piantarum, where the Magnoiiaceae
can be found. Lars Saivius, the only printer in Sweden that could handle the
Note the
job, used worn type, which explains the raggedness of the characters.
"
similarity of the character "s" when it's not trailing, and "f.
On

Magnolia' was a species from Martinique, described and pictured by the Frenchman Charles Plumier (r646-ryo4) in his Nova Plan!arum Amen'canarum Genera
(ryo3) as Magnolia ampfissimo jfore albo, fruciu caeruieo. The species was known as
Magnolia piumieri from ry88, then as Taiauma piumieri from tBry, as Taiauma dodecapeiaia from rprB and only recently (r996) became known again as a Magnolia
(Magnolia dodecapetaia); the full synonymy runs as follows:
Magnolia dodeca pete(a (Lamarck) Govaerts in; Frodin gr Govaerts, World
CheckL Bibliogr. Magnoliaceae (!896):yo; basionym: Annona dodecapeiaia
Lamarck, Encycl. z T86);!zy (as 'A nona'); Taiauma dodeca pe!a(a (Lamarck)

(!

Urban, Repert. Spec. Nov. Regni Veg. 1S (r9!8):3o6.
Magnolia piumieri Swartz, Prodr Veg. ind. Occ. (!TBB);By(as 'Piumiera');
Taiauma piumieri (Swartz) A. P. de Candoile, Syst. Nat. t (rgry): 46o;
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POL2 GTiVIA.
D I L L F iY' I A.
Hart. slit. zzt.
S slits. Rbtrd. utag 3. p. 39 t 3g 39
dbitas in Ma(Sharla. b

t. DILLENIA.

LIRIODF. NDRON.

t. LIRIQDENDRON.

Hart. tliIf;zz3. Hers. xpf; tf4. Tssfptf1„
Gran. virg. 6o. key. Iagdb. 494.
Tulip(fera arbor virgimana, Hrrar. Ingdb. 6tz. t. 6t3.
Tulipifcra virginlana, tripartito aceris t'olio: media lacinia vctut abfciifa. Pleb. afm. 379. t. I I 7. f. Lf t.
z4S.
7. Casrtb. tar, t. p. 4S, t. 4S.
((3. Tulipifcra caroliniana, foliis prude&(or(bus
magis an
gulofts. Pleb. elm. 379. t. 6S. f. 3.
Habitat i» America ftptratrisnali. 6

f.

f.

r. MAGNOLIA.

MAG iNOLIA.

Magnolia foli is ovatodancco(atis. Hart. cliff. zz z. Gree.

rg.

6t.

Roy, lngdb. 493.
foliis ovato-lauccolatis fbbtus glaucis. dace. gtsuea
Magnolia lmtri folio fubtos alblcantc. Caterb. tar
p.
vi

e. Magnolia
39.

t. 39. Dill.

rltb. zoy.

Tulipitbra

t. t6S. f. zof.

t.

v(ruiniana, (aurinb fuliis avcrfa parte rore
exru)eo cin&is, coui-baccncra. Pink. Slm. 379.t. 6S.

f4

L

l

Lau-

4

[Magnolia ampliss1mollore nfho, fruct U reer n leo Plumier, Nova Pl. Amer. Gen.
(17o3); 38-39, t. 7).
Tnlaumn cnrrulra Jaume St.-Hilaire, Expos. Fam. Nat. z (18o5); 76 (as 'ceruled).
Magnolia fatisccns Richard ex A. P. de Candu)le, Syst. Nat. I (1817):46o, pro
Magnolia lfnguifolia Linnaeus ex Descourtilz, Fl. Mid. Antilles z (18zz): 14o.
Talauma corrulra Steudel, Nomencl. Bot. ed. n(z) (1841):66o (merely a

different spelling).

The epithet dodccnprtnla, published by Lamarck in 1786, remained unnoticed for
well over a century. Nevertheless, it's the first valid name and it takes precedence
over all names published on later dates.

Linnaeus' lfgagnelia
Linnaeus took up the name Magnolia in 1735 in his Systems Naturae (just the
name, no description) and in 1737 in his Grnrrn Plnnterum (with a description of
the genus). In the first edition of Species Plnnterum he finally applied it to the species Magnolia virgi ni ann. This however is not Plumier's species and the question
has been raised whether Linnaeus did this on purpose or whether he just had no
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knowledge of Plumier's publication. ' To answer this question it's not enough to
look at the account of the genus in Species Plantarum alone.

Majgnolla In the first edit]on of SJratama Naturae
When Linnaeus first took up the name Magnolia in 1735, he placed it in Polyandria Polygynia with a reference to Plumier. On the same line however, following it, the genus Tuli prfera, which we now know as Liriodend ron, was listed as
a synonym. This tree had been grown in Botanical Gardens in England and
Holland for some time by then. ' Hermann (i646-i695) already had an account
of it (as Tuli pifera arbor virgin iana) in i687 in his Hvrli Academici Lugduni-Balavi
Catalogus [A Catalogue of Leyden Botanical Garden], and Linnaeus must have
seen the species while in Leyden. We may therefore condude that he had only a
marginal acquaintance with the genus Magnolia at that time. ' As we know that
the printing of Syslema Naturae began on June 30, 1735 but that Linnaeus finished
the manuscript of the tables only on July i5 and that Gronovius assisted him in
this work, it may very well be that Linnaeus only added Magnolia to the table on
Gronovius's advice, not having seen Plumier's account himself.

Later treatment

—

A year and a half later Linnaeus has had time to study Clifford's library (inwe find a totally
cluding Plumier's work) and has visited Dillenius in England
different account in his Genera (i 737). Magnolia and Ll riodend ron are recognized as
different genera' and to Magnolia, a reference to Dill. el lb, i68 [Dillenius's Horlus
Eltbamensls (i73z)] is added. In that same year the text of Hortus CfiJfvrtianus was
printed and here we find another interesting reference under Magnoliai Calesb.
ornith. 39 [Catesby's Natural History of Carolina (i 73o)]. What's so interesting
about these two references is that they actually refer to pages where the name
Magnolia, with illustrations that absolutely leave no mom for doubt. is applied
to the species that Linnaeus later named Magnolia vl rgl niana var. glauca (Magnolia
virginianal. A closer look at both publications tells us that the person who was
responsible for the taxonomic part was
not the author but, in both cases, the
botanist WiBiam Sherard!' Here we
sense smoke. But is there a fire?

—

William Sherard
Sherard (i659-iyz8) never published

—

important (if any) books himself although he saw Hermann's Musaeum Zeylanicum (iyi7) through the
press but, in his time, he was a very
respected naturalist, the friend and
correspondent of nearly every major
botanist of his age, and founder of the
Sherardian Chair of Botany at Oxford
(by an endowment), which Dillenius
held at the time of Linnaeus' visit. A
considerable number of letters to and
from him survive today. He took part

—

Magnolia dodecapatala; this is the
species from Martinique that was the
first to receive the name Magnolia in
1703. (Photo by Arlington James. )
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of his education in Paris, between t683 and t688 so IYs very likely that he met
with Plumier, who at that time was a pupil of the famous botanist Toumefort
(t636-tyo8) himself a student of Magnol and only left for the Antilles in 1689.
In the end, it's most probable that William Sherard promoted Plumier's name
Magnolia and that we should hold him responsible for its transfer from a tmpical to a temperate species, many years before Linnaeus did the same in Species

—

—

Unnaeus' acquaintance

with Plumier's Magnolia

Plantarum.

Did Linnaeus know Plumier's species or did he overlook it? The answer lies in
the Hvrtus Cligortiunus and even in the Species Plan rerum itself. In the account of
Clifford's library [in Hortus Cligortianus] no less than four works of Plumier are
listed, including Nova Genera, and Linnaeus' comments upon Plumier being an
excellent botanist here. ' Plumier's description and plate are listed in the synonymy of Magnolia in the Hortus Cligortianus. Finally, in the Species Plantarum,
Plumier's species is listed as a synonym under Magnolia virginiana var. foetida
(Magnolia grandiffora). Plumier's species certainly did not escape Linnaeus' attention, he just saw not enough differences to separate it from var. fvetida. This may
have been due to the poor quality of Plumier's figure; it may also illustrate the
problems Linnaeus faced when he had to decide whether taxa were different or
not, in the absence of specimens of the plant(s) concerned. Strangely enough, in
later treatments he drops Plumier's species fmm the synonymy but doesn't grant
it specific or varietal status either.

Clayton's specimen of Magnolia vlrgfnlena
There's one important remark that should be made here. While at Hartekamp,
Linnaeus got to see Clayton's specimen' of Magnolia vi rginiana (now in the Clifford Herbarium in the British Museum; an account of Clayton's specimens was
given by Gronovius in 1739 in Flora Virginica"). Linnaeus may even have seen
the species alive during his one-month visit to Dillenius in t736. n He must have
noticed at once that this was totally different from Li riodend ron, hence the radical
change in his treatment of the genera in 1737.Also we know that he considered
the real plant (living or dried) a far better source to base a species upon than a
picture or description. He must have stuck to this rule in the case of Magnolia,
where he even based a genus upon the Clayton specimen, while of Plumier's
species he had only seen a description and a poor figure.

Urlodendron
Linnaeus' first mention of the Tulip tree was as

Tuli pifera in Systems Naturae

Liriodendron and that's the
name we find in the Species Plantarum, from where it takes precedence over other
names. The genus was based upon Catesby's Arbor Tuli ptfera Vi rgi niana. The
oldest reference in Hortus Cliffvrtianus and in the Species is the one to Hermann's

(t733). A year and a half later he changed its name to

Tulipifera arbor virginiane

(t687).

Changing an existing genus name was something Linnaeus did very often
and for which he was heavily criticised by his contemporaries. '- lt has led to
much confusion and numerous superfluous synonyms when later taxonomists
disagreed with the new names and changed them back. The last to make an in-
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dustry of this was Otto
Kuntze at the end of the
19 ' century. Today
botanists agree upon
the principle of using
the first edition of Linnaeus' Species Pio&irnrum
as the starting point for
nomenclature and have
learned to live with
that.

"

Michel[a
In the first editions of
Geiiero Plan ronnn (rySZ
and rye) and in his
Flora Zeylonico (ryS7),

Linnaeus classifies
Micheliou under Ociandrio Polygipiio (eight

Aedaneab
poor reproduction (from a microfiche) of Plumier's
rather poor plate of his Magnolia.

A

stamens, numerous
pistils). In the Genera
he gives a reference
to trsr r: rg [Rheede's
Horrus hidi cue Malaboricus (I678)[ where
we find the species as

Chompoco[m). Rheede's t[abula[ Ig is a figure in which we see the flowers depicted with the inner tepals connivent, much like Magnolia are)lain flowers at anthesis,
hiding the gynandrophore. The accompanying description lacks information
on the number of stamens and pistils. It only reports that the outer two of three
whirls of tepals consist of about eight tepals each and that the stamens are placed
in a circle under the gynoecium. Linnaeus placed it in Polygynia probably based
upon the number of carpels in the depicted fruit (which, by the way, looks more
like a bunch of grapes). In the Species Plonrnrmn Linnaeus finally places the genus
in Polyondrin, with one species, Michelin chompnca[m[ and this is another example
of his coining a new name for the genus and using the old generic name for the
specific epithet. Michelin was named after Pietro Antonio Micheli (r679 —I 737),
professor of Botany in Pisa, curator of the Florentine Botanical Garden, leading
authority on Cryptogames
(non-flowering plants) and author of Nova Ploiitorum
Genera (syzg), from which Linnaeus took several of his own genera.
In the Species, Linnaeus gives only three references for Michelin, the first one
being to flora Zeylonico (I ZSZ) where a complete synonymy can be found of six
different names with references to nine works. At first sight it seems odd that in
Florn Zeylonicn Linnaeus still placed Mirlieiio in Octandria, while we know this
work was entirely based upon preserved specimens collected by Hermann (now
in the British Museum), which Linnaeus received on loan in ryaf so you think
he could have counted stamens or their scars. Hermann's specimen (Ez raa),
however, appears to be a leafy shoot with no flowers or fruits.

—
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Varletlea of Magnolia

vlrgrfnfenn
The genus Magnolia in the Species P!on!arum is listed with one species (virginiono)
and five varieties (glouco, foeti do, griseo, tripetolo and acuminate). In describing
varieties, Linnaeus used the same practice as modem botanists do: the type species becomes the first variety, repeating the specific epithet in its varietal name,
the new variety becomes the second one. Thus, Linnaeus starts to "number"
his varieties with the Greek beta, the alpha being reserved for the typical variety.
In Magnolia virginiana however (and in a small number of other species), the
first variety (gfouco) is listed as var. alpha. At the end of the account of Magnolia
vi rginiana, Linnaeus indeed expresses his suspicion that these varieties are in fact
distinct species.

"

treatment of Magnolia, in the tenth edition of Systems Naturae
(i?S9), he raised four varieties to specific status, at the same time merging var.
In his subsequent

griseo with var. giouco into his Magnolia glauca.

var. ]) feetlda
In the list of synonyms that Linnaeus gives for var. foetido, the last one is Magnolia
flore moximo albo foeiido, foliis deciduis amplis, floremu ad romulorum seriem sphoerice
cingentibus fructu majori, Gron. virg. 6i. [Gronovius's Flora Virginica (i?39)].It' s
the only phrase-name containing the word foetid[us] (stinking) that's listed with
this variety and thus Linnaeus most probably took the epithet foelido fmm this
name. It has always been a mystery to me why a tree with fragrant flowers like
Magnolia grondijloro at one time was named var. foetida (Sargent even called it
Magnolia foe!!do but a name does not have priority outside the rank in which it
was published and Linnaeus had called the species Mognolio grondiflora before).
The translation of Gronovius's phrase-name is: Magnolia with very large white
stinking flower[s] and large deciduous leaves, surrounding the flower in a
whorl at the top of the branchlets, fruit[a] large. This description perfectly fits. ..
Magnolia tripetaia! According to Flora Virginico the taxon is typified by Clayton
z4lr now in the Clayton Herbarium in the British Museum. Clayton z4 is a flower
with at least nine rather pointed tepals, and is at a glance recognized as Magnolia
ri petals indeed! Linnaeus himself must have noticed the error as he completely
omits Gronovius's name in later treatments and changed the epithet foetida to
grandifloro when he raised it to specific status, while he left the other epithets
unchanged. With the inclusion of Plumier's and Gronovius's names, it's clear
that in the synonymy of this variety, three taxa are listed that are now recognized

!

as distinct species.

var. s acuminate
The phrase-name given for this variety is: "Magnolia lion' albo, folio mojore ocumi-

"

nato lioud albiconre. [Mognolio with white flowers, rather large leaves, acuminate,
not at all whitish. ] with references to Catesby (i?4?) and Gronovius (i?39). We
know Magnolia ocuminato has yellowish or green flowers so why did Linnaeus
describe them as white? In Flora Virginico on page 6i we find only the above
phrase-name'" and Clayton 4o4 cited as the type specimen. In t. tS in the appendix to volume z of The Natural History of Carolina we see a twig with Magnolia acu-

minate-like leaves and a white flower with ten tepals depicted. In the accompanying description we read: "The flower is five inches wide, consisting of twelve
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white petals, [...J The cone, when full grown, is as big as a small hen's egg, but
a little longer, and of the like structure with the rest of the Genus. It flowers the
flrst of all the kinds of Magnolia, which I think is in April. Specimens [... J were

first sent me in the year r?36 by [...J John Clayton. .." Both Catesby and Gronovius
received their specimens from Clayton and had to rely on his additional written
information. Clayton 4o4 (what's left of it now in the British Museum) is a leafy
shoot with a large terminal flower bud so Clayton collected it before it came into
flower. As he mainly collected in Gloucester County, which lies on the bank of
Chesapeake Bay, and the nearest Magnolia acuminate was at least xoo kilometres
away, it's most likely he did never see a flower himself. It's unclear from where
he took the description of the virginiouo-like flower and the gronrfiflora or It)rytidospermum-like fruit.

"

Linnaeus had very poor material to base his taxon upon. Catesby's plate turns
out to be a chimaera and the only reliable element he had was Clayton's specimen, r" which didn't reveal much about the flower. In later treatments, Linnaeus
adds his own phrasename (Mug noire foli r» ovotooblorrgi » acumi rrotisl and a reference to Miller's Gardener's Dictionary, but even in the second edition of Species
Ploularum (I?6z), the diagnostic characters are still based upon the leaves, while
no attention is paid to the peculiar flower of this species. '-'

The anonymous

author

In the treatment of Magnolia for the vaneties glauco, foelido and griseu, Linnaeus

first lists a phrase-name, attributed to an anonymous author. This is strange for
someone who pays so much attention to his references. Did he do this out of
modesty then and were these names in fact his own? Although Linnaeus was not
particularly a meek or modest person (see for instance Hopkins, r9?y), in some
cases he acted as if he were, like when he named Lin uoeo borealis, "the most humble of plants, " after himself. There are however numerous cases in other genera
where he coined a phrase-name and did not attribute it to anyone (so it's clear
they are his own). There is a possibility that the names in question are from the
work of an artist or botanist that was indeed published anonymously, although I
have not been able to trace such a work, so far. n If this work is identified, it might
reveal that the first name listed under var foetide nown is in fact Magnolia tripetula. Ehretn had a magnificent flgure published in Trew's Plontoe Selectee (t.t.xn,
r?6S) which, under a very similar name, clearly depicts Mrtgnolio tripetaln.

Conc[ud[ng remarks
Linnaeus' account on Liriodendron, Magnolia, and Micbelrn in Species Ploniorum
comprises less than two pages, yet it's clear there's much information that lies
beneath it. The Species is in most cases best regarded as a catalogue of synonyms
and references, providing access to a vast body of knowledge that was present at
that time already, and that was examined and arranged by Linnaeus. I hope this
article made clear what problems he faced and that he did not always achieve the
best results in his first attempt to put the classification of the past into order.

The Species Planlarum caused a revolution in nomenclature and systematics
almost immediately. Looking back it is also clear that it came at the right moment as it provided a solid base at the time botanists started to move all over
the world, describing a vast amount of new species. It may be illustrative that
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Augustin Pyramus de Candolle (f778-t84t) and his son Alphonse (tgo6-5893),
in the Prodromus, the last attempt to make a world flora, between tga4 and f873
included 58,ooo species already!

In order to keep this article enjoyable for the reader, I added notes only if
they could provide extra information, and not if they would do no more than
merely account for the exact sources of my information. For questions or remarks, you can reach me on the internet at the Magnolia newsgroup: httpt
(where we exchange all kinds of valuable
//groups. yahoo. corn/group/magnolia
information). If you' re not a member yet, just sign in, it's free!
The only remark that remains for me to make is that I hope it will be a great party
when we commemorate the a5o anniversary of the Species and that of Magnolia
of course!

Notes
See page 75 of WT. Steam's introduction to the 195759 facsimile edition of the Species,
don't think I just state this because I'm Dutch.
' As you know, Plumier's Magnolia was named after Pierre Magnol (t638-ryr5). He is
often referred to as director of the Montpellier Botanical Garden and author of Botaarcum
Moaspelirasr (t676) and Hortus regius Monsprliensis (t697), both of which are true. His
most important mntribution to sdence however is often overlooked (at least in Magnolia literature): Magnol fathered the concept of plant families, based on morphological
characters (in his Prodromus historiae geaeralis plaatanrm, in qua fami/iae p/aatarum per
tabs/ss dispsauniur of t689). This may seem a bit trivial for us now but it certainly wasn' t
during his lifetime. Remember that it was not until r859 that Darwin unfolded his theory
on evolution and in Magnol's days the common belief was that all species had mme into
case
existence by divine creation at one time as set out in the book of Genesis,
Plumier's in which
there's no cause to assume family ties between species. It may be only a coincidence that
Magnol was in conflt*with the Roman Catholic Church, just like Galileo Galilei was half
a century before.
generic name
Treseder, in Magna/ias (r 978) p. r, writes that Linnaeus "took up
Magnolia, However, as he had only scanty information about Plumier's Martinique plant,
he based his own generic description on [...I M. rargmiaaa L. [...]. By so doing he unintentionaUy transferred the name Magnolia fmm a bopical genus to one which indudes
"
temperate species. .. on p. 7r he even writes that "The generic name Magnolia was not
adopted by [...I Linnaeus until 1753.. .";Callaway, in World of Magaolias (r994) p. ry,
writes that Magnolia was named by Carl Linnaeus in r737 in honor of the French botanist
Pierre Magnob Rankin, in Magna/ia a Ham/yn care manual (t999) p. r3, writes that "It was
Linnaeus who unintentionally applied the name Magnolia to what we now know as Mag" Also in many essays authors either hold Linnaeus responsible for the
na/ia virgiaiana.
naming of the genus or state he unintentionally transferred the name to another species.
' The "Tulip Poplar" was introduced to England between r638 and t654 by John Tradescant the younger (t6og-r66a), who collected plants in America on behalf of King Charles t
(r6oo-t649) and brought it home hom Virginia on one of three trips.
It is well-known that the "Sweet Bay" had been introduced to England by John Banister
in 1688 already. The Brat time a Magao/ra is mentioned as grani/ng in a Dutch garden
however is when Adriaan van Royen (tyo4-r779) lists it in his Florae Lrydeasis Prodromus (ryao), together with Lrriodeadraa. The work gives no information on the dates of
introduction of the plant(s) but Magsslm may very well have been introduced to Leyden
Botanical Garden only after 1735.
" Magnolia is listed on p. r6a as genus no. 456, Liriadeadroa ('Liriodeadrum') as no. 96o on
p. 9 of the Coro//arium (supplement), so it must have been late in the preparation of this
'
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work that Linnaeus decided upon the treatment of Lirivdr«droii (the Cora//arnim had its
own pagination but was bound with the first edition of Crnrra P/antanim).Tran)
Mark Catesby (r 683-r 745) who collected in Virguua between i 7 iz and r
and in Carolina between iyzz and i yz6, in his preface to T/ir Natura/ His/ary of Cirro//na, on pp. v and
xn states that the most celebrated botanist the late William Sherard gave the plants he
collected and pictured their Latin names Catesby himself not being a Latin scholar.
Ddlenius's Hvrtiis E/tkainensis is a catalogue of the plants growing in the garden of James
Sherard (Wifliam's brother) in Eltham, Kent (now in the suburbs of London). It was William Sherard who, together with his pupil Dillenius, built up the garden into one of the
leading gardens in England. There's every reason to assume that fram the both of them,
Sherard did the major part in the selection and naming of the spemec in the garden, and
that Dillenius followed his nomenclatural vision although he only alter William's death
started to compile the Hvr/us E/Ihaiiirnsis.
Linnaeus writes: "Ia/rr airier/raver fere iiviras vi re doc/us Bo/miiras" [between the authors
on the American flora a nearly unparalleled and truly learned botanist[. Many of his own
genera werc directly taken from Plumier. It's undaulited that Linnaeus was verv familiar
with Plumier's works.
John Clayton (t/x/4-t773) was one of the early collectors of plant specimens in Virginia,
from where he sent them to Catesby and Gronovius. Clayton's spec(men 34 was acquired
by Clifford and is now kept as Clifford Herbarium zzz in the British Museumm (ssi).
It became the lectotype ol Magnolia virginiaiia (rather loosely designated as such by J.E.
Dandy in Curtis's Bot. Mag. / 75 (i B64k t.457). The other Magna//a specimens he sent are
Clayton z4 (received i 734 according to the label) and Clayton 4a4. Clayton i 6, representing the Tuliptree, is not in san The other specimens can be viewed at the website of the
British Museum: http:I/www. nhm. ac.uk/botany/historical/index.
html

'" This flrst edition of F/vrv V/rgaiica had been
completed before September i 738 but
Gronovius waited with its publication until the Horius C/ijfmbmnrs was published (with
considerable delay). As Linnaeus helped Gronovius ta classify Clayton's specimens for
F/iira VI fgl Ill ca ulltfl he left b)' Ma)' 1738, he must have see li the ones that occur ill tile 8 rat
edition.

" Treseder,

in Magna//as (tq78) p. yz, writes that Magrro/in graadijlura had been introduced
into England in tyz8 or before but had become very rare by 1731 due to some severe
winters, so Linnaeus may have missed it.

" In many

cases Linnaeus changed the name of a genus because it had the form of an adjective and in his aphonsm z35 in Fmidmvrnta Bv/axica (t 736) he had stated that Nviai«a
grarrica Adjrc/iva sulistan/ivis prjvra sax/ [generic names in adjective farm are less suitable
than those in substantive formJ so, as is the case in Talipifrra, he just abided by his own
rules.

" Kuntze

(i843-tqa7) in Rrv/s/v grnrruai p/antarma (ttk/t-BB) changed about 3ooo existing
names. In the process he abandoned the generic name Michel/a for Srtiiipacca af Rumphius
(t74t) and reintroduced Tu/ipifrra for Liriodrndroii, creating the superfluous name Tiif/im

/fera Iiriadrvdraa.
'" Recent data, both molecular and
morphological, show that, if Magnolia is to be treated as
a manophyletic group, MI chrha can no longer be upheld as a separate genus (thc consequence of granting generic status to Mic/irhii would be that subgenus yiilmi/4 were to be
placed outside genus Magnolia too). My treatment here reflects that of Linnaeus and does

not mean that I support its generic status.

a. B. y. 6. r. s/a/ dis/nir/ar, dr/rriai«rii/ aaniptvr /ii sv/u aa/nraii? Iiaru i/i. " [whether or not these varieties are distinct [ species J could examinations
in their natural ground assess. ]; the question mark after iiabira/i may indicate that he
reckoned with the possibility that some of these were in Iact cultivated varieties and had
no natural ground, like so many of the monstrosities he had seen in the bulb-growing
industry in Holland.

"Linnaeus writes: "Utram Iiari
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u ln the Species this substantivum is printed as
Jlor am (genetivus pluralis) which makes no
sense and would leave the partidpium cingrntibus without an object (accusativus): in
Flora Virgiaica we indeed find Jlorrm (accusativus singularis) as the correct form so Jlaram
is an ermr in the citation.

"It's quite certain Linnaeus has seen this specimen: see notes 9 and io.
"In Gmnovius's phrase-name, the word subtus jundersidej is inserted before baud —
which
makes it more explicit that this character (non glaucus leaf underside) is compared with
Magnolia virginiava.
n Treseder, in Magnolias

First flowered in England in
and Gmnovius to check Clayton's description of the flower.
u As Catesby received his specimen in 1756 and Gmnovius obtained his specimens of Clayton from the same shipment via Catesby, this one arrived well in time for Linnaeus to
study it, so it can be considered an original element (and may thus serve as a lectotype);
also see note io.
"" This is
particularly mmarkable as Linnaeus regarded the buctifications (flowers and
fruits) as the best parts of the plant to pmvide diagnostic characters and base genera and
spades upon.
L J.L. Hailer, on p, iz of the appendix to the 1957-59 facsimile edition of the Stucrrs Phmtarum suggests this urork may have been a monograph on Magnolia.
u The first name listed for var, foci ida is: "Magnolia foli is vvato-vblongis sub rue viridibus" [Magnolia with ovate to oblong leaves with green lower surfaces)

(i978) p ia7, reports that the species

i 7', too late for Catesby

'4

Georg Dionysius Eluet (i 7o8-177o), famous botanical artist, met with Linnaeus in
Holland, did the majority of the plates in Hortus Cliffs rtmnus. The German physidan
Christoph Jakob Tiew (i695-1769) commissioned him to do the plates of Plantar Srlrctar,
among which plate 61: "Magnolia fvliis ovatv vblongis, ad basin rl spicrm angustis, atrinqur
virrntibus.

"
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Errata
Several errors were uncovered

in

Issue 72:

Page 4, first bullet item near the bottom of the page. M. sieboldii 'Ferris
Miller' was actually registered as M. sieboldii 'Min Pyong-Gal. '

11, Figure 1 photo caption should read: Fruit cross section of M.
macrophylla (right) showing thick 0.4in (10cm) mesocarp compared to the
relatively thin mesocarp of M. grand(flora (leff).
Page

Page 11, Figure 2 photo caption should read: "Backwards" dehiscent carpels of M, hodgsonii (right) and M. grandiflora (left).
Page 28, 7th and 8th lines: "subgenus Maingola" should read "subgenus
"
Magnolia.
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